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1.	Sets	of	internal	coordinates				
















Table	 S1.5.	 Set	 of	 internal	 coordinates	 employed	 in	 the	 location	 of	 the	 TS	configuration	of	the	bcb	reaction.		Variable	number	 Type	of	variable	 Atoms	involved	in	the	definition	of	the	internal	variablea	1	 distance	 2	 1	 	 	2	 distance	 3	 1	 	 	3	 angleb	 3	 2	 1	 	4	 distance	 4	 2	 	 	5	 angle	 4	 1	 2	 	6	 dihedral	 4	 2	 1	 3	7	 distance	 5	 3	 	 	8	 angle	 5	 1	 3	 	9	 dihedral	 5	 3	 1	 2	10	 distance	 6	 4	 	 	11	 angle	 6	 2	 4	 	12	 dihedral	 6	 4	 2	 1	13	 distance	 7	 4	 	 	14	 angle	 7	 2	 4	 	15	 dihedral	 7	 4	 2	 8	16	 distance	 8	 2	 	 	17	 angle	 8	 1	 2	 	18	 dihedral	 8	 2	 1	 3	19	 distance	 9	 1	 	 	20	 angle	 9	 2	 1	 	21	 dihedral	 9	 1	 2	 4	22	 distance	 10	 3	 	 	23	 angle	 10	 1	 3	 	24	 dihedral	 10	 3	 1	 2	25	 distance	 11	 5	 	 	26	 angle	 11	 3	 5	 	27	 dihedral	 11	 5	 3	 1	28	 distance	 12	 6	 	 	29	 angle	 12	 4	 6	 	30	 dihedral	 12	 6	 4	 2	31	 distance	 13	 11	 	 	32	 angle	 13	 5	 11	 	33	 dihedral	 13	 11	 5	 6	34	 distance	 14	 12	 	 	35	 angle	 14	 6	 12	 	36	 dihedral	 14	 12	 6	 4	37	 distance	 15	 11	 	 	38	 angle	 15	 5	 11	 	
	 8	








Initial	configuration	(in	internal	coordinates)	for	the	sn2.1.n	reactions	(n=1,15)	(distances	in	atomic	units;	angles	and	dihedrals	in	degree)		 1	 distance	 2	 1	 	 	 			3.39040	2	 distance	 3	 2	 	 	 			2.04151	3	 angle	 3	 1	 2	 	 		97.29355	4	 distance	 4	 2	 	 	 			4.77311	5	 angle	 4	 3	 2	 	 		82.74619	6	 dihedral	 4	 2	 3	 1	 179.94412	7	 distance	 5	 2	 	 	 			2.08911	8	 angle	 5	 1	 2	 	 		97.21481	9	 dihedral	 5	 2	 1	 3	 240.11201	10	 distance	 6	 2	 	 	 			2.04148	11	 angle	 6	 1	 2	 	 		97.30180	12	 dihedral	 6	 2	 1	 3	 120.24410				 	
	 10	
Initial	configuration	(in	cartesian	coordinates)	for	the	sn2.2.n	reactions	(n=1,2)		F				-2.4279870				0.0007465			-0.0002054		C				-0.7557393				0.0005718			-0.0009818		H				-0.5447866			-0.8847321			-0.5895375		Cl				1.8602496				0.0004868			-0.0002907		H				-0.5410869			-0.0692703				1.0795792		H				-0.5442577				0.9543927			-0.4701656			
Initial	configuration	(in	internal	coordinates)	for	the	sn2.2.n	reactions	(n=1,2)	(distances	in	atomic	units;	angles	and	dihedrals	in	degree)		 1	 distance	 2	 1	 	 	 			3.16009	2	 distance	 3	 2	 	 	 			2.04812	3	 angle	 3	 1	 2	 	 101.24332	4	 distance	 4	 2	 	 	 			4.94350	5	 angle	 4	 3	 2	 	 		78.78323	6	 dihedral	 4	 2	 3	 1	 179.96689	7	 distance	 5	 2	 	 	 			2.08604	8	 angle	 5	 1	 2	 	 101.18652	9	 dihedral	 5	 2	 1	 3	 240.08418	10	 distance	 6	 2	 	 	 			2.04809	11	 angle	 6	 1	 2	 	 101.25862	12	 dihedral	 6	 2	 1	 3	 120.20026				 	
	 11	
Initial	configuration	(in	cartesian	coordinates)	for	the	sn2.3.n	reactions	(n=1,6)		F				-2.3894780				0.0007449			-0.0002117		C				-0.8413690				0.0005793			-0.0010560		H				-0.5604436			-0.8743733			-0.5825627		Cl				1.8698667				0.0004884			-0.0003033		H				-0.5553969			-0.0686303				1.0684808		H				-0.5598854				0.9432155			-0.4644695			












Initial	configuration	(in	internal	coordinates)	for	the	sig.2.n	reactions	(n=1,4)		 1	 distance	 2	 1	 	 	 			2.57166	2	 distance	 3	 2	 	 	 			2.74365	3	 angle	 3	 1	 2	 	 108.75526	4	 distance	 4	 3	 	 	 			2.57289	5	 angle	 4	 2	 3	 	 110.06759	6	 dihedral	 4	 3	 2	 1	 			2.10953	7	 distance	 5	 1	 	 	 			2.06108	8	 angle	 5	 2	 1	 	 128.26804	9	 dihedral	 5	 1	 2	 3	 181.14613	10	 distance	 6	 2	 	 	 			2.06248	11	 angle	 6	 3	 2	 	 124.95984	12	 dihedral	 6	 2	 3	 4	 183.31382	13	 distance	 7	 3	 	 	 			2.13161	14	 angle	 7	 4	 3	 	 125.63695	15	 dihedral	 7	 3	 2	 4	 177.45126	16	 distance	 8	 4	 	 	 			2.06017	17	 angle	 8	 3	 4	 	 127.33577	18	 dihedral	 8	 4	 3	 2	 178.23726	19	 distance	 9	 1	 	 	 			2.82674	20	 angle	 9	 2	 1	 	 108.08191	21	 dihedral	 9	 1	 2	 3	 		-6.11754	22	 distance	 10	 9	 	 	 			2.07673	23	 angle	 10	 4	 9	 	 122.30878	24	 dihedral	 10	 9	 4	 3	 207.68121	25	 distance	 11	 1	 	 	 			3.58788	26	 angle	 11	 1	 9	 	 		91.88631	27	 dihedral	 11	 9	 1	 5	 		75.42335			
	 15	
Initial	configuration	(in	cartesian	coordinates)	for	the	sig.3.n	reactions	(n=1,6)		C				-0.9320234			-0.7863220			-0.0331547		C					0.3673617			-1.1638013			-0.0527704		C					1.2164020				0.0335404			-0.0160395		C					0.4387754				1.1379411				0.0272826		H				-1.8039778			-1.4421811			-0.0510860		H					0.7409614			-2.1893208			-0.0927854		H					2.3603997				0.0156048			-0.0261657		H					0.7744463				2.1757911				0.0619081		C				-1.0050492				0.7141450				0.0609271		H				-1.6166523				1.1751886			-0.7377528		H				-1.4807859				1.0227942				1.0141455			




Initial	configuration	(in	internal	coordinates)	for	the	dcc.1.n	reactions	(n=1,5)		 1	 distance	 2	 1	 	 	 			2.74913	2	 distance	 3	 1	 	 	 			2.72744	3	 angle	 3	 2	 1	 	 		87.28657	4	 distance	 4	 3	 	 	 			2.84970	5	 angle	 4	 1	 3	 	 124.07322	6	 dihedral	 4	 3	 1	 2	 218.56552	7	 distance	 5	 2	 	 	 			2.85602	8	 angle	 5	 1	 2	 	 125.89275	9	 dihedral	 5	 2	 1	 3	 137.65226	10	 distance	 6	 1	 	 	 			3.41738	11	 angle	 6	 2	 1	 	 110.42578	12	 dihedral	 6	 1	 2	 3	 247.77135	13	 distance	 7	 1	 	 	 			3.69585	14	 angle	 7	 3	 1	 	 113.57127	15	 dihedral	 7	 1	 3	 2	 237.96010	16	 distance	 8	 2	 	 	 			2.06981	17	 angle	 8	 1	 2	 	 113.57759	18	 dihedral	 8	 2	 1	 3	 	-70.52016	19	 distance	 9	 3	 	 	 			2.06510	20	 angle	 9	 1	 3	 	 113.09542	21	 dihedral	 9	 3	 1	 2	 		70.90974	22	 distance	 10	 4	 	 	 			2.07578	23	 angle	 10	 3	 4	 	 113.53537	
	 17	
24	 dihedral	 10	 4	 3	 1	 		49.56721	25	 distance	 11	 4	 	 	 			2.07789	26	 angle	 11	 3	 4	 	 112.26645	27	 dihedral	 11	 4	 3	 10	 125.07139	28	 distance	 12	 4	 	 	 			2.09521	29	 angle	 12	 3	 4	 	 106.11149	30	 dihedral	 12	 4	 3	 10	 242.75953	31	 distance	 13	 5	 	 	 			2.09476	32	 angle	 13	 2	 5	 	 107.10397	33	 dihedral	 13	 5	 2	 1	 		76.49553	34	 distance	 14	 5	 	 	 			2.07920	35	 angle	 14	 2	 5	 	 111.79596	36	 dihedral	 14	 5	 2	 13	 117.48467	37	 distance	 15	 5	 	 	 			2.07412	38	 angle	 15	 2	 5	 	 113.34913	39	 dihedral	 15	 5	 2	 13	 241.92346				
Initial	configuration	(in	cartesian	coordinates)	for	the	dcc.2.n	reactions	(n=1,8)		C					0.1041371				0.2710712			-0.0698725		C				-0.9814904				0.0457930			-1.0400369		C					0.5962197			-0.6810691			-1.0683612		C					1.4996951			-1.8485435			-0.6598501		C				-2.4444812			-0.1184447			-0.6194347		Cl			-0.2800434			-0.5742462				1.4796551		Cl				0.9554914				1.8568574				0.1387620		H				-0.9004352				0.7080936			-1.9115574		H					1.0165965			-0.1636718			-1.9371749		H					1.0805328			-2.4892782				0.1265274		H					1.7848592			-2.4728324			-1.5199218		H					2.4209624			-1.3873338			-0.2581493		H				-2.7833869				0.8724957			-0.2651300		H				-3.0838781			-0.4045833			-1.4684900		H				-2.5937071			-0.8335382				0.1987803			
Initial	configuration	(in	internal	coordinates)	for	the	dcc.2.n	reactions	(n=1,8)		 1	 distance	 2	 1	 	 	 			2.78410	2	 distance	 3	 1	 	 	 			2.76811	3	 angle	 3	 2	 1	 	 		72.49928	4	 distance	 4	 3	 	 	 			2.89452	5	 angle	 4	 1	 3	 	 120.78300	6	 dihedral	 4	 3	 1	 2	 217.77546	
	 18	
7	 distance	 5	 2	 	 	 			2.89333	8	 angle	 5	 1	 2	 	 122.65711	9	 dihedral	 5	 2	 1	 3	 138.43780	10	 distance	 6	 1	 	 	 			3.41366	11	 angle	 6	 2	 1	 	 109.66912	12	 dihedral	 6	 1	 2	 3	 253.78605	13	 distance	 7	 1	 	 	 			3.42403	14	 angle	 7	 3	 1	 	 119.30958	15	 dihedral	 7	 1	 3	 2	 240.56651	16	 distance	 8	 2	 	 	 			2.07419	17	 angle	 8	 1	 2	 	 112.09731	18	 dihedral	 8	 2	 1	 3	 	-86.06076	19	 distance	 9	 3	 	 	 			2.06945	20	 angle	 9	 1	 3	 	 111.26257	21	 dihedral	 9	 3	 1	 2	 		86.24083	22	 distance	 10	 4	 	 	 			2.07408	23	 angle	 10	 3	 4	 	 114.25398	24	 dihedral	 10	 4	 3	 1	 		55.16226	25	 distance	 11	 4	 	 	 			2.07937	26	 angle	 11	 3	 4	 	 112.13790	27	 dihedral	 11	 4	 3	 10	 124.85004	28	 distance	 12	 4	 	 	 			2.08967	29	 angle	 12	 3	 4	 	 105.68781	30	 dihedral	 12	 4	 3	 10	 241.97271	31	 distance	 13	 5	 	 	 			2.08928	32	 angle	 13	 2	 5	 	 106.54644	33	 dihedral	 13	 5	 2	 1	 		70.01142	34	 distance	 14	 5	 	 	 			2.08007	35	 angle	 14	 2	 5	 	 111.77963	36	 dihedral	 14	 5	 2	 13	 117.26531	37	 distance	 15	 5	 	 	 			2.07277	38	 angle	 15	 2	 5	 	 113.88190	39	 dihedral	 15	 5	 2	 13	 241.45253				 	
	 19	
Initial	configuration	(in	cartesian	coordinates)	for	the	dcc.3.n	reactions	(n=1,6)		C					0.1474413				0.3203373				0.0113191		C				-0.8462702				0.0737190			-1.0818081		C					0.5617195			-0.5878190			-1.1015437		C					1.0731100			-1.9894105			-0.8385490		C				-2.2383492			-0.4541721			-0.7977997		Cl			-0.2146868			-0.4661391				1.5721114		Cl				0.9373385				1.9009045				0.1945968		H				-0.8682168				0.9069161			-1.8091960		H					1.1932406			-0.0622822			-1.8278294		H					0.4612341			-2.5447608			-0.1149487		H					1.1346200			-2.5751747			-1.7693977		H					2.0926641			-1.9126846			-0.4238110		H				-2.8449752				0.3643220			-0.3742850		H				-2.7317001			-0.7915401			-1.7233693		H				-2.2464239			-1.2817609			-0.0764872			
Initial	configuration	(in	internal	coordinates)	for	the	dcc.3.n	reactions	(n=1,6)		 1	 distance	 2	 1	 	 	 			2.83031	2	 distance	 3	 1	 	 	 			2.82502	3	 angle	 3	 2	 1	 	 		62.64614	4	 distance	 4	 3	 	 	 			2.86289	5	 angle	 4	 1	 3	 	 121.75835	6	 dihedral	 4	 3	 1	 2	 234.34889	7	 distance	 5	 2	 	 	 			2.86418	8	 angle	 5	 1	 2	 	 122.00331	9	 dihedral	 5	 2	 1	 3	 124.43833	10	 distance	 6	 1	 	 	 			3.37291	11	 angle	 6	 2	 1	 	 115.53482	12	 dihedral	 6	 1	 2	 3	 252.46638	13	 distance	 7	 1	 	 	 			3.35698	14	 angle	 7	 3	 1	 	 119.60959	15	 dihedral	 7	 1	 3	 2	 247.95792	16	 distance	 8	 2	 	 	 			2.09051	17	 angle	 8	 1	 2	 	 111.65652	18	 dihedral	 8	 2	 1	 3	 260.01488	19	 distance	 9	 3	 	 	 			2.07225	20	 angle	 9	 1	 3	 	 111.19219	21	 dihedral	 9	 3	 1	 2	 		99.99406	22	 distance	 10	 4	 	 	 			2.07561	23	 angle	 10	 3	 4	 	 113.20949	24	 dihedral	 10	 4	 3	 1	 		45.77298	25	 distance	 11	 4	 	 	 			2.08160	
	 20	




Initial	configuration	(in	internal	coordinates)	for	the	bcb.1.n	reactions	(n=1,14)		 1	 distance	 2	 1	 	 	 			2.66436	2	 distance	 3	 1	 	 	 			2.64130	3	 angle	 3	 2	 1	 	 121.33001	4	 distance	 4	 2	 	 	 			2.64562	5	 angle	 4	 1	 2	 	 121.42559	6	 dihedral	 4	 2	 1	 3	 			5.92321	7	 distance	 5	 3	 	 	 			2.64273	8	 angle	 5	 1	 3	 	 116.53980	9	 dihedral	 5	 3	 1	 2	 		-0.25268	10	 distance	 6	 4	 	 	 			2.64482	11	 angle	 6	 2	 4	 	 116.74781	12	 dihedral	 6	 4	 2	 1	 			0.26314	13	 distance	 7	 4	 	 	 			2.07022	14	 angle	 7	 2	 4	 	 120.82470	15	 dihedral	 7	 4	 2	 8	 		-1.39324	16	 distance	 8	 2	 	 	 			2.06718	
	 22	
17	 angle	 8	 1	 2	 	 118.97193	18	 dihedral	 8	 2	 1	 3	 183.26962	19	 distance	 9	 1	 	 	 			2.06596	20	 angle	 9	 2	 1	 	 119.03056	21	 dihedral	 9	 1	 2	 4	 183.05004	22	 distance	 10	 3	 	 	 			2.06578	23	 angle	 10	 1	 3	 	 120.95183	24	 dihedral	 10	 3	 1	 2	 174.93572	25	 distance	 11	 5	 	 	 			2.76418	26	 angle	 11	 3	 5	 	 134.89765	27	 dihedral	 11	 5	 3	 1	 163.14611	28	 distance	 12	 6	 	 	 			2.77693	29	 angle	 12	 4	 6	 	 136.51275	30	 dihedral	 12	 6	 4	 2	 169.25271	31	 distance	 13	 11	 	 	 			2.07493	32	 angle	 13	 5	 11	 	 113.03826	33	 dihedral	 13	 11	 5	 6	 		69.57733	34	 distance	 14	 12	 	 	 			2.08976	35	 angle	 14	 6	 12	 	 117.44294	36	 dihedral	 14	 12	 6	 4	 		42.88077	37	 distance	 15	 11	 	 	 			2.87210	38	 angle	 15	 5	 11	 	 122.53932	39	 dihedral	 15	 11	 5	 3	 		37.47374	40	 distance	 16	 12	 	 	 			2.85753	41	 angle	 16	 6	 12	 	 122.04684	42	 dihedral	 16	 12	 6	 5	 		77.97038	43	 distance	 17	 15	 	 	 			2.09004	44	 angle	 17	 11	 15	 	 111.31107	45	 dihedral	 17	 15	 11	 5	 118.58210	46	 distance	 18	 15	 	 	 			2.08468	47	 angle	 18	 11	 15	 	 112.11597	48	 dihedral	 18	 15	 11	 7	 119.27757	49	 distance	 19	 15	 	 	 			2.08301	50	 angle	 19	 11	 15	 	 111.48656	51	 dihedral	 19	 15	 11	 17	 241.25062	52	 distance	 20	 16	 	 	 			2.08019	53	 angle	 20	 12	 16	 	 111.55298	54	 dihedral	 20	 16	 12	 6	 	-33.92907	55	 distance	 21	 16	 	 	 			2.09375	56	 angle	 21	 12	 16	 	 112.38794	57	 dihedral	 21	 16	 12	 20	 120.85114	58	 distance	 22	 16	 	 	 			2.08546	59	 angle	 22	 12	 16	 	 110.25347	60	 dihedral	 22	 16	 12	 20	 239.74588			
	 23	
Initial	configuration	(in	cartesian	coordinates)	for	the	bcb.2.n	reactions	(n=1,5)		C					2.2911304			-1.0283543				0.3922468		C					2.6305240				0.2793658				0.0083299		C					0.9687822			-1.4910568				0.3134198		C					1.6463761				1.2260449			-0.3306864		C					0.0302169			-0.5738212			-0.1379185		C					0.3268431				0.7859266			-0.2827026		H					1.9216774				2.2588442			-0.5641759		H					3.6825177				0.5780943				0.0178251		H					3.0833701			-1.7108707				0.7127625		H					0.7205324			-2.5333666				0.5333455		C				-1.3646099			-0.5740557			-0.6475986		C				-1.0804571				1.2872230			-0.3948771		H				-1.3583148			-0.6095333			-1.7476596		H				-1.2985564				1.9739564			-1.2334930		C				-2.3764798			-1.5981570			-0.0821617		C				-1.8423114				1.6806975				0.8635892		H				-3.2722022			-1.1180779				0.3478438		H				-2.7281265			-2.2887216			-0.8660223		H				-1.9216541			-2.1998685				0.7217882		H				-1.6987657				0.9287700				1.6559527		H				-1.5435290				2.6614756				1.2754573		H				-2.9198654				1.7342164				0.6348338			
Initial	configuration	(in	internal	coordinates)	for	the	bcb.2.n	reactions	(n=1,5)		 1	 distance	 2	 1	 	 	 			2.65418	2	 distance	 3	 1	 	 	 			2.65162	3	 angle	 3	 2	 1	 	 121.29132	4	 distance	 4	 2	 	 	 			2.65887	5	 angle	 4	 1	 2	 	 121.55353	6	 dihedral	 4	 2	 1	 3	 			7.08886	7	 distance	 5	 3	 	 	 			2.62252	8	 angle	 5	 1	 3	 	 115.95545	9	 dihedral	 5	 3	 1	 2	 		-1.20154	10	 distance	 6	 4	 	 	 			2.63017	11	 angle	 6	 2	 4	 	 116.23559	12	 dihedral	 6	 4	 2	 1	 		-0.93584	13	 distance	 7	 4	 	 	 			2.06749	14	 angle	 7	 2	 4	 	 120.70162	15	 dihedral	 7	 4	 2	 8	 		-1.23412	16	 distance	 8	 2	 	 	 			2.06666	17	 angle	 8	 1	 2	 	 118.97286	18	 dihedral	 8	 2	 1	 3	 184.29745	
	 24	
19	 distance	 9	 1	 	 	 			2.06681	20	 angle	 9	 2	 1	 	 119.08402	21	 dihedral	 9	 1	 2	 4	 184.12498	22	 distance	 10	 3	 	 	 			2.06699	23	 angle	 10	 1	 3	 	 121.11917	24	 dihedral	 10	 3	 1	 2	 174.84941	25	 distance	 11	 5	 	 	 			2.80630	26	 angle	 11	 3	 5	 	 138.30903	27	 dihedral	 11	 5	 3	 1	 165.00261	28	 distance	 12	 6	 	 	 			2.83104	29	 angle	 12	 4	 6	 	 141.46167	30	 dihedral	 12	 6	 4	 2	 172.80804	31	 distance	 13	 11	 	 	 			2.07993	32	 angle	 13	 5	 11	 	 109.73443	33	 dihedral	 13	 11	 5	 6	 		82.03927	34	 distance	 14	 12	 	 	 			2.08936	35	 angle	 14	 6	 12	 	 116.73919	36	 dihedral	 14	 12	 6	 4	 		45.86287	37	 distance	 15	 11	 	 	 			2.92290	38	 angle	 15	 5	 11	 	 119.28131	39	 dihedral	 15	 11	 5	 3	 		34.29142	40	 distance	 16	 12	 	 	 			2.87771	41	 angle	 16	 6	 12	 	 119.63962	42	 dihedral	 16	 12	 6	 5	 		89.55859	43	 distance	 17	 15	 	 	 			2.08530	44	 angle	 17	 11	 15	 	 112.67007	45	 dihedral	 17	 15	 11	 5	 123.14798	46	 distance	 18	 15	 	 	 			2.08297	47	 angle	 18	 11	 15	 	 111.31799	48	 dihedral	 18	 15	 11	 7	 120.07979	49	 distance	 19	 15	 	 	 			2.08321	50	 angle	 19	 11	 15	 	 110.98269	51	 dihedral	 19	 15	 11	 17	 240.35121	52	 distance	 20	 16	 	 	 			2.08199	53	 angle	 20	 12	 16	 	 110.65956	54	 dihedral	 20	 16	 12	 6	 	-44.59679	55	 distance	 21	 16	 	 	 			2.08798	56	 angle	 21	 12	 16	 	 113.71093	57	 dihedral	 21	 16	 12	 20	 121.24469	58	 distance	 22	 16	 	 	 			2.08412	59	 angle	 22	 12	 16	 	 109.26487	60	 dihedral	 22	 16	 12	 20	 241.16550					
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Initial	configuration	(in	cartesian	coordinates)	for	the	bcb.3.n	reactions	(n=1,20)		C					2.3646289			-1.0178083				0.3348790		C					2.6288333				0.3411663				0.1052319		C					1.0720146			-1.5515026				0.1778588		C					1.6012701				1.2578548			-0.1935271		C					0.0850732			-0.6473700			-0.1890537		C					0.3185330				0.7280700			-0.2795061		H					1.8241887				2.3224794			-0.3264513		H					3.6682257				0.7034686				0.1912483		H					3.1904295			-1.6794174				0.6149283		H					0.8834730			-2.6204062				0.3147572		C				-1.3613830			-0.5287487			-0.6391148		C				-1.1663013				1.0512264			-0.4469009		H				-1.3971040			-0.7068897			-1.7286600		H				-1.4365531				1.6449876			-1.3387014		C				-2.4708268			-1.3505375				0.0207533		C				-1.8253804				1.6512260				0.7975510		H				-3.4021819			-0.7715938				0.1335346		H				-2.7138536			-2.2351731			-0.5896008		H				-2.1801535			-1.7082957				1.0212078		H				-1.6001816				1.0527970				1.6950514		H				-1.4611519				2.6756300				0.9804987		H				-2.9212318				1.7025213				0.6854411			
Initial	configuration	(in	internal	coordinates)	for	the	bcb.3.n	reactions	(n=1,20)		 1	 distance	 2	 1	 	 	 			2.65192	2	 distance	 3	 1	 	 	 			2.65931	3	 angle	 3	 2	 1	 	 121.46198	4	 distance	 4	 2	 	 	 			2.66274	5	 angle	 4	 1	 2	 	 121.83005	6	 dihedral	 4	 2	 1	 3	 			4.91180	7	 distance	 5	 3	 	 	 			2.62266	8	 angle	 5	 1	 3	 	 115.82574	9	 dihedral	 5	 3	 1	 2	 		-1.21615	10	 distance	 6	 4	 	 	 			2.62766	11	 angle	 6	 2	 4	 	 115.97506	12	 dihedral	 6	 4	 2	 1	 		-1.55416	13	 distance	 7	 4	 	 	 			2.07077	14	 angle	 7	 2	 4	 	 120.62539	15	 dihedral	 7	 4	 2	 8	 		-0.83557	16	 distance	 8	 2	 	 	 			2.08641	17	 angle	 8	 1	 2	 	 118.83331	18	 dihedral	 8	 2	 1	 3	 183.08325	
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Internal	coordinates		 1	 distance	 2	 1	 	 	 			2.66342	2	 distance	 3	 1	 	 	 			2.66023	3	 angle	 3	 2	 1	 	 107.47335	4	 distance	 4	 3	 	 	 			2.79314	5	 angle	 4	 1	 3	 	 126.33194	6	 dihedral	 4	 3	 1	 2	 219.64650	7	 distance	 5	 2	 	 	 			2.80074	8	 angle	 5	 1	 2	 	 126.59774	9	 dihedral	 5	 2	 1	 3	 142.69519	10	 distance	 6	 1	 	 	 			3.32534	11	 angle	 6	 2	 1	 	 118.03896	12	 dihedral	 6	 1	 2	 3	 223.20882	13	 distance	 7	 1	 	 	 			4.39424	14	 angle	 7	 3	 1	 	 		98.25828	15	 dihedral	 7	 1	 3	 2	 246.22580	16	 distance	 8	 2	 	 	 			2.06513	17	 angle	 8	 1	 2	 	 114.83001	18	 dihedral	 8	 2	 1	 3	 	-43.79701	19	 distance	 9	 3	 	 	 			2.06385	20	 angle	 9	 1	 3	 	 114.64966	21	 dihedral	 9	 3	 1	 2	 		44.15490	22	 distance	 10	 4	 	 	 			2.07881	23	 angle	 10	 3	 4	 	 112.10047	
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Internal	coordinates		 1	 distance	 2	 1	 	 	 			2.68545	2	 distance	 3	 1	 	 	 			2.62394	3	 angle	 3	 2	 1	 	 121.46710	4	 distance	 4	 2	 	 	 			2.62572	5	 angle	 4	 1	 2	 	 121.31322	6	 dihedral	 4	 2	 1	 3	 			4.70958	7	 distance	 5	 3	 	 	 			2.67621	8	 angle	 5	 1	 3	 	 117.23130	9	 dihedral	 5	 3	 1	 2	 			0.76252	10	 distance	 6	 4	 	 	 			2.67111	11	 angle	 6	 2	 4	 	 117.40595	12	 dihedral	 6	 4	 2	 1	 			1.52565	13	 distance	 7	 4	 	 	 			2.06818	14	 angle	 7	 2	 4	 	 120.96882	15	 dihedral	 7	 4	 2	 8	 		-1.54578	16	 distance	 8	 2	 	 	 			2.06674	
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Table	 S5.1.	 Assessment	 of	 the	 performance	 of	 the	 GAD-CD	 method	 for	 the	 SN2	reaction	as	a	function	of	the	initial	v1	vector.a		Reactionb	 v1	relevant	componentsc	 Angled	 #stepse		 v1	(1)	 v1	(3)	 v1	(4)	 v1	(5)	 v1	(8)	 v1	(11)	 	 	
sn2.1.1	 0.74	 -0.18	 -0.54	 0.14	 -0.25	 -0.19	 6.1	 7	
sn2.1.3	 0.65	 -0.18	 -0.65	 0.16	 -0.23	 -0.18	 5.6	 7	
sn2.1.4	 0.66	 -0.16	 -0.66	 0.16	 -0.16	 -0.16	 6.8	 8	
sn2.1.5	 0.68	 -0.14	 -0.68	 0.14	 -0.14	 -0.14	 9.9	 9	
sn2.1.6	 0.69	 -0.11	 -0.69	 0.11	 -0.11	 -0.11	 12.2	 11	
sn2.1.7	 0.69	 -0.09	 -0.69	 0.09	 -0.09	 -0.09	 14.0	 15	
sn2.1.8	 0.71	 0.00	 -0.71	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00	 25.1	 −	
sn2.1.9	 0.64	 -0.21	 -0.64	 0.21	 -0.21	 -0.21	 4.5	 7	
sn2.1.10	 0.58	 -0.29	 -0.58	 0.29	 -0.29	 -0.29	 11.5	 9	
sn2.1.11	 0.55	 -0.31	 -0.55	 0.31	 -0.31	 -0.31	 15.0	 15	
sn2.1.12	 0.51	 -0.34	 -0.51	 0.34	 -0.34	 -0.34	 19.2	 −	
sn2.1.13	 0.74	 -0.21	 -0.53	 0.21	 -0.21	 -0.21	 4.7	 8	
sn2.1.14	 0.53	 -0.21	 -0.74	 0.21	 -0.21	 -0.21	 12.9	 8	













Table	 S5.2.	 Assessment	 of	 the	 performance	 of	 the	 GAD-CD	 method	 for	 the	 bcb	reaction	as	a	function	of	the	initial	v1	vector.a		Reactionb	 v1	relevant	componentsc	 Angled	 #stepse		 v1	(26)	 v1	(29)	 v1	(33)	 v1	(36)	 v1	(39)	 v1	(42)	 	 	
bcb.1.3f	 0.54	 0.55	 0.33	 0.12	 0.14	 0.32	 20.4	 14	
bcb.1.4f	 0.38	 0.42	 0.47	 0.25	 0.21	 0.44	 0.00	 78	
bcb.1.5	 0.36	 0.36	 0.55	 0.36	 0.06	 0.55	 26.2	 8	
bcb.1.6	 0.50	 0.50	 0.50	 0.00	 0.00	 0.50	 30.8	 16	
bcb.1.7	 0.39	 0.39	 0.59	 0.00	 0.00	 0.59	 31.6	 10	
bcb.1.8	 0.32	 0.32	 0.63	 0.00	 0.00	 0.63	 33.9	 19	
bcb.1.9	 0.22	 0.22	 0.67	 0.00	 0.00	 0.67	 37.8	 −	
bcb.1.10	 0.59	 0.59	 0.39	 0.00	 0.00	 0.39	 33.6	 23	
bcb.1.11	 0.63	 0.63	 0.32	 0.00	 0.00	 0.32	 36.9	 16	
bcb.1.12	 0.67	 0.67	 0.22	 0.00	 0.00	 0.22	 41.7	 32	
bcb.1.13	 0.69	 0.69	 0.17	 0.00	 0.00	 0.17	 44.6	 89	














6.	Comparison	between	the	GAD-CD	and	TRIM	algorithms		The	 comparison	between	GAD-CD	and	TRIM	has	been	made	using	 the	 five	different	reactions	 included	 in	 the	main	 text	 (sn2,	 sn2b,	 sig,	dcc,	bcb).	 As	 done	with	 GAD-CD,	three	different	starting	points	have	been	considered	for	each	reaction	(except	for	the	
sn2b	 reaction,	 for	which	 a	 single	 starting	 configuration	 very	 close	 to	 reactants	was	considered).	 For	 each	 different	 starting	 point,	 both	 analytical	 and	 updated	 Hessian	matrices	 have	 been	 used.	 The	 TRIM	 calculations	 have	 been	 carried	 with	 the	Turbomole	package	(see	reference	60	in	the	main	text)	using	the	default	settings,	the	same	level	of	theory	and	the	same	sets	of	internal	coordinates	as	used	for	GAD-CD.	We	note	that	in	the	cases	in	which	TRIM	failed	to	locate	the	TS,	several	reasonable	initial	following	eigenvectors	were	tested.	The	following	table	summarizes	the	results	of	the	study	carried	out	to	compare	the	reliability	and	efficiency	of	GAD-CD	and	TRIM.		
Table	S6.	Comparison	between	the	performance	of	the	GAD-CD	and	TRIM	methods	in	the	location	of	TS	configurations.		Reactiona	 Starting	configurationb	 Hessianc	 #steps	TRIMd	 #steps	GAD-CDe	
sn2	 0.58	 Analytical	 8	 7		(sn2.1.1)	
sn2	 0.58	 Updated	 12	 13		(sn2.1.2)	
sn2	 0.76	 Analytical	 9	 9		(sn2.2.1)	
sn2	 0.76	 Updated	 12	 19		(sn2.2.2)	
sn2	 0.95	 Analytical	 10	 14		(sn2.3.3)	
sn2	 0.95	 Updated	 19	 26		(sn2.3.5)	
	 	 	 	 	
sn2b	 −f	 Analytical	 8	 10		(sn2b.1.2)	
sn2b	 −f	 Updated	 9	 13		(sn2b.1.4)	
	 	 	 	 	
sig	 0.33	 Analytical	 6	 6		(sig.1.1)	
sig	 0.33	 Updated	 11	 7		(sig.1.2)	
sig	 1.30	 Analytical	 13	 14		(sig.2.2)	
sig	 1.30	 Updated	 −	 43		(sig.2.4)	
sig	 2.67	 Analytical	 13	 26		(sig.3.2)	
sig	 2.67	 Updated	 42	 45		(sig.3.5)	
	 	 	 	 	
dcc	 0.96	 Analytical	 17	 19		(dcc.1.2)	
dcc	 0.96	 Updated	 12	 18		(dcc.1.5)	
dcc	 1.96	 Analytical	 −	 38		(dcc.2.3)	
dcc	 1.96	 Updated	(5)	 −	 80		(dcc.2.7)	
dcc	 5.25	 Analytical	 −	 42		(dcc.3.2)	
dcc	 5.25	 Updated	(5)	 −	 120		(dcc.3.5)	
	 	 	 	 	
bcb	 0.75	 Analytical	 9	 13		(bcb.1.1)	
bcb	 0.75	 Updated	 10	 8		(bcb.1.5)	
bcb	 1.51	 Analytical	 −	 49		(bcb.2.1)	
bcb	 1.51	 Updated	 −	 40		(bcb.2.5)	
bcb	 4.15	 Analytical	 −	 39		(bcb.3.2)	




b)	 Except	 for	 the	 “sn2b”	 reaction,	 the	 initial	 configurations	 for	 all	 reactions	 were	 taken	 from	 the	corresponding	 IRCs.	The	values	 collected	 in	 this	 column	are	 the	arc	 lengths	along	 the	 IRC	associated	with	the	initial	configuration.	Smaller	s	values	are	associated	with	configurations	that	are	closer	to	the	TS	configuration.	
c)	 If	 the	 entry	 is	 “Analytical”,	 it	 means	 that	 the	 Hessian	 was	 evaluated	 by	 means	 of	 an	 analytical	calculation	at	each	iteration	of	the	optimization	procedure.	If	the	entry	is	“Updated”,	it	means	that	the	Hessian	was	analytically	solved	only	at	the	initial	configuration	and	that	the	Hessian	was	updated	from	then	 on.	 If	 the	 entry	 is	 “Updated	 (n)”,	 it	means	 that	 the	 Hessian	was	 computed	 analytically	 every	 n	steps.	Note	 that	 the	updating	protocol	used	 in	 the	GAD-CD	method	 is	different	 from	 that	used	 in	 the	TRIM	method	 implemented	 in	 Turbomole60:	 the	Murtagh-Sargent-Powell	 formula	 (see	 Eq.	 18	 in	 the	main	text)	is	employed	in	the	former	method,	while	the	Powell	formula	is	employed	in	the	latter.	The	Powell	formula	is	based	on	Eq.	18	of	the	main	text,	but	taking	W	=	I.	
d)	Number	of	steps	needed	to	reach	convergence	using	the	TRIM	method.	If	the	entry	is	“−”,	 it	means	that	 convergence	was	 not	 achieved	 due	 to	 one	 of	 the	 following	 reasons:	 i)	 the	maximum	number	 of	steps	 (150)	 was	 reached;	 ii)	 the	 optimization	 led	 to	 a	 high-energy	 configuration	 for	 which	 the	 SCF	calculation	did	not	converge;	iii)	the	optimization	led	to	a	minimum	energy	configuration	instead	of	a	TS.		
e)	Number	of	steps	needed	to	reach	convergence	using	the	GAD-CD	method.	The	label	associated	with	the	setup	employed	(see	Tables	1-5	in	the	main	text)	appears	in	brackets.		
f)	 In	 this	 particular	 case,	 the	 starting	 configuration	 was	 generated	 manually	 from	 the	 reactant	configuration	by	shortening	the		C···Br	bond	by	0.02	au	and	stretching	the	C-N	bond	by	0.02	au.			The	results	gathered	in	the	Table	S6	above	demonstrate	that	the	performance	of	GAC-CD	 is	 similar	 to	 the	 performance	 of	 TRIM	when	 considering	 starting	 configurations	relatively	close	to	the	TS.	In	some	of	these	cases,	TRIM	is	faster	because	GAD-CD	takes	a	few	extra	iterations	to	reach	convergence.	Yet,	the	difference	in	number	of	steps	is	relatively	 small.	 The	 slightly	 better	 performance	 of	 TRIM	 in	 some	 of	 these	 cases	(initial	configuration	close	to	the	TS)	is	not	surprising	taking	into	account	that	TRIM	was	 designed	 specifically	 for	 this	 type	 of	 situations	 and	 that	 TRIM	 has	 had	 a	 large	period	of	time	for	improvement.		In	 contrast,	 the	 performance	 of	 GAD-CD	 is	 superior	 (compared	 to	 TRIM)	when	 the	starting	configurations	of	medium-sized	molecular	systems	are	very	far	away	from	the	TS.	While	 TRIM	 fails	 to	 locate	 the	 TS	 for	 two	 of	 the	 starting	 points	 of	 dcc	 and	 bcb	reactions,	 GAD-CD	 has	 been	 always	 able	 to	 successfully	 locate	 the	 TS	 in	 reasonable	number	of	iterations	even	when	using	an	updated	Hessian.	Again,	this	is	not	a	suprise,	since	it	is	well	known	that	TRIM	does	not	properly	work	for	initial	configurations	that	are	far	away	from	the	desired	TS.	As	a	matter	of	 fact,	 in	the	Turbomole	manual	(see	reference	60	in	the	main	text)	it	is	recommended	to	use	a	“double-ended”	method	to	generate	an	educated	guess	for	TRIM.		
	 60	
On	 the	whole,	 the	 results	presented	 in	 the	 article	 clearly	demonstrate	 that	GAD-CD,	which	 is,	 to	 the	 best	 of	 our	 knowledge,	 the	 first	 algorithm	 to	 locate	 TSs	 based	 on	optimization	control	theory,	 	is	a	very	robust,	reliable	and	verstaile	method	to	locate	TS.	Let	us	stress	that	the	main	advantage	of	GAD-CD	over	TRIM	is	that	there	is	no	need	to	start	close	to	the	TS	in	order	to	locate	it.		
